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A Very Short Introduction to Everything 2003-12 sample
sections from the very short introductions series are
presented in this encapsulation of human knowledge
History: A Very Short Introduction 2000-02-24 there are many
stories we can tell about the past and we are not perhaps as
free as we might imagine in our choice of which stories to
tell or where those stories end john arnold s very short
introduction is a stimulating essay about how we study and
understand history the book begins by inviting us to think
about various questions provoked by our investigation of
history and explores the ways these questions have been
answered in the past concepts such as causation
interpretation and periodization are introduced by means of
concrete examples of how historians work giving the reader a
sense of the excitement of discovering not only the past but
also ourselves about the series the very short introductions
series from oxford university press contains hundreds of
titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our
expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas
and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable
Knowledge 2014 what is knowledge is it the same as opinion or
truth do you need to be able to justify a claim in order to
count as knowing it how can we know that the outer world is
real and not a dream questions like these have existed since
ancient times and the branch of philosophy dedicated to
answering them epistemology has been active for thousands of
years in this thought provoking very short introduction
jennifer nagel considers the central problems and paradoxes
in the theory of knowledge and draws attention to the ways in
which philosophers and theorists have responded to them by
exploring the relationship between knowledge and truth and
considering the problem of scepticism nagel introduces a
series of influential historical and contemporary theories of
knowledge incorporating methods from logic linguistics and
psychology using a number of everyday examples to demonstrate
the key issues and debates about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket
sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective



new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable
Design: A Very Short Introduction 2005 this book will
transform the way you think about design by showing how
integral it is to our daily lives from the spoon we use to
eat our breakfast cereal to the medical equipment used to
save lives john heskett goes beyond style and taste to look
at how different cultures and individuals personalise objects
Home 2016 michael allen fox considers the complex meaning of
home he discusses what dwelling is and the variety of
dwellings people live in he also looks at the politics of
home homelessness refugeeism and migration the importance of
place to our psyche and the future of the concept of home
Information: A Very Short Introduction 2010-02-25
introduction 1 the information revolution 2 the language of
information 3 mathematical information 4 semantic information
5 physical information 6 biological information 7 economic
information 8 the ethics of information conclusion references
Music: A Very Short Introduction 2000-02-24 this stimulating
very short introduction to music invites us to really think
about music and the values and qualities we ascribe to it the
world teems with different kinds of music traditional folk
classical jazz rock pop and each type of music tends to come
with its own way of thinking drawing on a wealth of
accessible examples ranging from beethoven to chinese zither
music nicholas cook attempts to provide a framework for
thinking about all music by examining the personal social and
cultural values that music embodies the book reveals the
shortcomings of traditional conceptions of music and sketches
a more inclusive approach emphasizing the role of performers
and listeners about the series the very short introductions
series from oxford university press contains hundreds of
titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our
expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas
and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable
Education: A Very Short Introduction 2013-03-28 from the
schools of ancient times to the present day gary thomas looks
at how and why education evolved as it has by exploring some
of the big questions he examines the ways in which schools
work considers the differences around the world and concludes



by considering the future of education worldwide
Galileo: A Very Short Introduction 2001-02-22 in a startling
reinterpretation of the evidence stillman drake advances the
hypothesis that galileo s trial and condemnation by the
inquisition was caused not by his defiance of the church but
by the hostility of contemporary philosophers galileo s own
beautifully lucid arguments are used to show how his
scientific method was utterly divorced from the aristotelian
approach to physics in that it was based on a search not for
causes but for laws galileo s method was of overwhelming
significance for the development of modern physics and led to
a final parting of the ways between science and philosophy
about the series the very short introductions series from
oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect
way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors
combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm
to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Marketing: A Very Short Introduction 2021-02-25 very short
introductions brilliant sharp inspiring marketing is pivotal
in today s world used for determining and satisfying the
needs of the customer it stands at the interface between an
organisation and its environment marketing provides customer
and competitor information to the organisation as well as
creating awareness of the company s offering as globalization
creates increasing challenges to established marketing
practices marketing efforts need to reposition and adapt
continuously to maintain an organisation s ability to reach
potential customers this very short introduction provides a
general overview of the function and importance of marketing
to modern organisations kenneth le meunier fitzhugh discusses
how marketing remains central to creating competitive
advantage and why it needs to be forward looking and
constantly reinventing itself in line with new developments
in the marketplace such as the growth of social media and the
importance of ethics and responsible marketing he shows how
this has led to the role of marketing expanding beyond
advertising and promotion encompassing a broader sense of
customer relationship management he also considers how
marketers need to remain able to manage the marketing mix in
response to their understanding of customer s purchasing
habits about the series the very short introductions series



from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert
authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable
Politics: A Very Short Introduction 2000-02-24 in this
provocative but balanced essay kenneth minogue discusses the
development of politics from the ancient world to the
twentieth century he prompts us to consider why political
systems evolve how politics offers both power and order in
our society whether democracy is always a good thing and what
future politics may have in the twenty first century about
the series the very short introductions series from oxford
university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine
facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Film: A Very Short Introduction 2012-01-26 offers a wealth of
insight into the paradoxical nature of film considering its
role and impact on society in the 20th century as well as its
future in the digital age original
Love 2015 explores the philosophical notion of love and
argues that love is more complex than conventional thought
would have us believe
Conscience: A Very Short Introduction 2011-06-23 where does
our conscience come from how reliable is it in the west
conscience has been relied upon for two thousand years as a
judgement that distinguishes right from wrong it has
effortlessly moved through every period division and timeline
between the ancient medieval and modern the romans identified
it the early christians appropriated it and reformation
protestants and loyal catholics relied upon its advice and
admonition today it is embraced with equal conviction by non
religious and religious alike considering its deep historical
roots and exploring what it has meant to successive
generations paul strohm highlights why this particularly
european concept deserves its reputation as one of the
prouder western contributions to human rights and human
dignity throughout the world using examples from popular
culture including the disney classic pinocchio as well as



examples from contemporary politics he explores the work of
thinkers such as nietzsche freud and aquinas to show how and
why conscience remains a motivating and important principle
in the contemporary world about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket
sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective
new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable
Stem Cells: A Very Short Introduction 2021-09-23 the topic of
stem cells has a high profile in the media we ve made
important advances in our scientific understanding but
despite this the clinical applications of stem cells are
still in their infancy and most real stem cell therapy
carried out today is some form of bone marrow transplantation
at the same time a scandalous spread of unproven stem cell
treatments by private clinics represents a serious problem
with treatments being offered which are backed by limited
scientific rationale and which are at best ineffective and at
worse harmful this very short introduction introduces stem
cells exploring what they are and what scientists do with
them introducing the different types of stem cells jonathan
slack explains how they can be used to treat diseases such as
retinal degeneration diabetes parkinson s disease heart
disease and spinal trauma he also discusses the important
technique of bone marrow transplantation and some other types
of current stem cell therapy used for the treatment of
blindness and of severe burns slack warns against fake stem
cell treatments and discusses how to distinguish real from
fake treatments he also describes the latest scientific
progress in the field and looks forward to what we can expect
to happen in the next few years very short introductions
brilliant sharp inspiring about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket
sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective
new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable
Sociology: A Very Short Introduction 2018-09-20 drawing on
studies of social class crime and deviance education work in



bureaucracies and changes in religious and political
organizations this very short introduction explores the
tension between the individual s place in society and society
s role in shaping the individual and demonstrates the value
of sociology for understanding the modern world in this new
edition steve bruce discusses the continuing arguments for
social egalitarianism considering issues such as gay marriage
women in combat roles and the 2010 equality act to debunk
contemporary arguments against parity as gender divisions are
increasingly questioned he looks ahead to the likely
consequences of this for society delving into the theory of
sociology bruce also argues that the habit of dividing
sociology into apparently competing sects is misleading and
shows how a new understanding of the disciplinary background
of many of the most famous theorists which shows that much
social theory is actually philosophy or literary theory will
prove useful to today s sociologists about the series the
very short introductions series from oxford university press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area
these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in
a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts
analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Reading: A Very Short Introduction 2019-04-08 today many
people take reading for granted but we remain some way off
from attaining literacy for the global human population and
whilst we think we know what reading is it remains in many
ways a mysterious process or set of processes the effects of
reading are myriad it can be informative distracting moving
erotically arousing politically motivating spiritual and much
much more at different times and in different places reading
means different things in this very short introduction
belinda jack explores the fascinating history of literacy and
the opportunities reading opens for much of human history
reading was the preserve of the elite and most reading meant
being read to innovations in printing paper making and
transport combined with the rise of public education from the
late eighteenth century on brought a dramatic rise in
literacy in many parts of the world established links between
a nation s levels of literacy and its economy led to the
promotion of reading for political ends but equally reading
has been associated with subversive ideas leading to



censorship through multiple channels denying access to
education controlling publishing destroying libraries and
even the burning of authors and their works indeed the works
of voltaire were so often burned that an enterprising
parisian publisher produced a fire proof edition decorated
with a phoenix but as jack demonstrates reading is a
collaborative act between an author and a reader and one
which can never be wholly controlled telling the story of
reading from the ancient world to digital reading and
restrictions today belinda jack explores why it is such an
important aspect of our society about the series the very
short introductions series from oxford university press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area
these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in
a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts
analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Science Fiction: A Very Short Introduction 2011-06-23 david
seed examines how science fiction has emerged as a popular
genre of literature in the 20th century and discusses it in
relation to themes such as science and technology space
aliens utopias and gender looking at some of the most
influential writers of the genre he also considers the wider
social and political issues it raises
Very Short Introductions for Curious Young Minds: The Secrets
of the Universe 2022-05-05 this is the second title in the
important new series from oxford which provides accessible
introductions to the ideas facts and vocabulary behind an
absorbing range of subjects meticulously researched and
authoritative but written in simple language by experts in
their fields curious young readers will quickly get to grips
with the basic principles and terminology of each subject the
secrets of the universe explains in clear and interesting way
the theories of the beginning of the universe what it is how
it works the lives of stars and possible futures the engaging
design highlights the heroes of the subject from early
beginnings to modern day and explains tricky terminology in
speak like a scientist features comic strips and
illustrations amazing photographs and a timeline glossary and
index all make this handy sized book the perfect way to learn
if you love this title why not collect them all the secrets
of the universe is part of a collectible set which will build



into a diverse range of subjects
Languages: A Very Short Introduction 2012-06-28 how many
languages are there what differentiates one language from
another are new languages still being discovered why are so
many languages disappearing these are some of the questions
considered in this very short introduction by examining the
science of languages we find that the answers are not as
simple as we might expect
Learning 2016 learning is a key aspect of animal behavior and
central to survival without learning there can be no memory
no language and no intelligence haselgrove looks at the
nature of learning and how it takes place from the early
experiments of pavlov thorndike and others to the most recent
studies in social learning he traces the development of the
main theories of learning in contemporary psychology and
describes the ingenious experimental approaches used to study
learning in both animals and humans provided by publisher
Fashion: A Very Short Introduction 2009-10-22 fashion is a
dynamic global industry that plays an important role in the
economic political cultural and social lives of an
international audience it spans high art and popular culture
and plays a significant role in material and visual culture
this book introduces fashion s myriad influences and
manifestations fashion is explored as a creative force a
business and a means of communication from karl lagerfeld s
creative reinventions of chanel s iconic style to the
multicultural reference points of indian designer manish
arora from the spectacular fashion shows held in nineteenth
century department stores to the mix and match styles of
japanese youth the book examines the ways that fashion both
reflects and shapes contemporary culture using historical and
contemporary examples it gives a clear understanding of how
fashion has developed since the renaissance while raising
questions about its status ethical credibility and influence
on consumers the book provides insight into the structure of
the fashion industry and how fashions are designed promoted
and consumed in relation to relevant historical social and
cultural contexts it is structured thematically to look at
the role and development of designers the growth of shopping
and the different businesses involved in making and selling
fashionable clothes fashion s relationship to the wider
culture is also explored by considering its representation in



art and collaborations between designers and artists the
moral controversies surrounding fashion and attempts to
produce ethical clothing and the effects of globalisation on
the fashion trade about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket
sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective
new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable
Identity 2019 this book introduces identity one of the most
iconic concepts of our time which is used ubiquitously but
rarely explained it discusses the various uses of identity
separately for different fields of study philosophy
psychology sociology gender studies and linguistics this book
also compares western concepts and theories of identity with
similar concepts in other parts of the world it explains how
contemporary trends in marketization and globalization have
made identity increasingly important to us in the last 50
years this book also outlines the historical background to
the concept of identity
Design: A Very Short Introduction 2005-06-23 this book will
transform the way you think about design by showing how
integral it is to our daily lives from the spoon we use to
eat our breakfast cereal to the medical equipment used to
save lives john heskett goes beyond style and taste to look
at how different cultures and individuals personalise objects
The Body: A Very Short Introduction 2016-01-28 the human body
is thought of conventionally as a biological entity with its
longevity morbidity size and even appearance determined by
genetic factors immune to the influence of society or culture
since the mid 1980s however there has been a rising awareness
of how our bodies and our perception of them are influenced
by the social cultural and material contexts in which humans
live drawing on studies of sex and gender education
governance the economy and religion chris shilling
demonstrates how our physical being allows us to affect the
material and virtual world around us yet also enables
governments to shape and direct our thoughts and actions
revealing how social relationships cultural images and
technological and medical advances shape our perceptions and
awareness he exposes the limitations of traditional western



traditions of thought that elevate the mind over the body as
that which defines us as human dealing with issues ranging
from cosmetic and transplant surgery the performance of
gendered identities the commodification of bodies and body
parts and the violent consequences of competing conceptions
of the body as sacred shilling provides a compelling account
of why body matters present contemporary societies with a
series of urgent and inescapable challenges about the series
the very short introductions series from oxford university
press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine
facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Free Speech: A Very Short Introduction 2009-02-26 i
disapprove of what you say but i will defend to the death
your right to say it this slogan attributed to voltaire is
frequently quoted by defenders of free speech yet it is rare
to find anyone prepared to defend all expression in every
circumstance especially if the views expressed incite
violence so where do the limits lie what is the real value of
free speech here nigel warburton offers a concise guide to
important questions facing modern society about the value and
limits of free speech where should a civilized society draw
the line should we be free to offend other people s religion
are there good grounds for censoring pornography has the
internet changed everything this very short introduction is a
thought provoking accessible and up to date examination of
the liberal assumption that free speech is worth preserving
at any cost about the series the very short introductions
series from oxford university press contains hundreds of
titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books
are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our
expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas
and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable
Nietzsche: A Very Short Introduction 2000-10-19 the
philosophy of friedrich nietzsche 1844 1900 was almost wholly
neglected during his sane life which came to an abrupt end in
1889 since then he has been appropriated as an icon by an
astonishingly diverse spectrum of people whose
interpretations of his thought range from the highly



irrational to the firmly analytical thus spoke zarathustra
introduced the superman and the twilight of the idols
developed the will to power concept these term together with
sklavenmoral and herrenmoral became confused with the rise of
nationalism in germany idiosyncratic and aphoristic nietzsche
is always bracing and provocative and temptingly easy to dip
into michael tanner s readable introduction to the
philosopher s life and work examines the numerous ambiguities
inherent in his writings it also explodes the many
misconceptions fostered in the hundred years since nietzsche
wrote prophetically do not above all confound me with what i
am not about the series the very short introductions series
from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert
authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable
Memory: A Very Short Introduction 2009 why can we sometimes
remember events from our childhood as if they happened
yesterday but not what we did last week how are memories
stored in the brain and how does our memory change as we age
what happens when our memory goes wrong and how easy is it
for others to manipulate our memories this fascinating very
short introduction brings together the latest research in
psychology and neuroscience to address these and many other
important questions about the science of memory revealing how
our memory works why we couldn t live without it and even how
we may learn to remember more book jacket
Henry James 2021 prologue becoming henry james global
apprenticeship the james brand professional author
masterpieces epilogue
The Short Story: a Very Short Introduction 2022-01-08 drawing
on examples from across the globe and throughout history
andrew kahn explores the key characteristics of the short
story he shows how its rise was intertwined with
international print culture and discusses the essential
techniques within this thriving literary genre as well as the
ways in which it is constantly innovated even today
The Future 2017 from the beginning of time humans have been
driven by both a fear of the unknown and a curiosity to know
our forebears tried to create certainty in the unknown



byseeking to influence outcomes with sacrifices to gods
preparing for the unexpected with advice from oracles and by
reading the stars through astrology as scientific methods
improve and computer technology develops we become ever more
confident of our capacity to predict and quantify the future
by accumulating and interpreting patterns form the past yet
the truth is there is still no certainty to be had this
introduction considers some of our most burning questions
about what the future is
The Arctic: a Very Short Introduction 2022-02 the arctic a
very short introduction provides an account of the arctic its
physical environment and its people the arctic is demanding
global attention as it warms melts and thaws in a manner that
threatens not just its 4 million inhabitants but the whole
planet the reduction of the arctic to its changing
environment would ignore the complexities of the region and
its potential this vsi explores key issues facing the region
today from geopolitics to global warming it examines the
causes and effects of cultural physical ecological political
and economic change in the arctic and considers its uncertain
future
Symmetry: A Very Short Introduction 2013-05-30 in the 1800s
mathematicians introduced a formal theory of symmetry group
theory now a branch of abstract algebra this subject first
arose in the theory of equations symmetry is an immensely
important concept in mathematics and throughout the sciences
and its applications range across the entire subject symmetry
governs the structure of crystals innumerable types of
pattern formation how systems change their state as
parameters vary and fundamental physics is governed by
symmetries in the laws of nature it is highly visual with
applications that include animal markings locomotion
evolutionary biology elastic buckling waves the shape of the
earth and the form of galaxies in this very short
introduction ian stewart demonstrates its deep implications
and shows how it plays a major role in the current search to
unify relativity and quantum theory about the series the very
short introductions series from oxford university press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area
these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in
a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts
analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make



interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Korea: A Very Short Introduction 2020-01-23 having spent
centuries in the shadows of its neighbours china and japan
korea is now the object of considerable interest for
radically different reasons the south as an economic success
story and for its vibrant popular culture the north as the
home to one of the world s most repressive regimes at once
both bizarre and menacing this very short introduction
explores the history culture and society of a deeply divided
region michael seth considers what it means to be korean and
analyses how the various peoples of the korean peninsula
became one of the world s most homogeneous nations before
exploring how this nation evolved in a single lifetime into
today s sharply contrasting societies he also discusses how
korea fits into the larger narrative of both east asian and
world history economically politically and socially about the
series the very short introductions series from oxford
university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine
facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Logic: A Very Short Introduction 2000-10-12 logic is often
perceived as having little to do with the rest of philosophy
and even less to do with real life graham priest explores the
philosophical roots of the subject explaining how modern
formal logic addresses many issues
Translation 2016 translation is everywhere giving us dubbed
films and access to foreign news and the literature of other
cultures considering subtitling interpreting and adaptations
matthew reynolds reveals how translation is changing
radically in the new age of electronic media
Comedy: A Very Short Introduction 2013 with a broad scope
across the millennia from high literature to popular culture
between page and stage and screen this very short
introduction considers comedy not only as a literary genre
but also as a broader impulse at work in many other
historical and contemporary forms of satire parody and play
Light 2015 introduces readers to the basic properties of
light reflection and refraction polarization and interference
before moving on to how light is generated its role in
relativity and quantum effects it exhibits



Thinking and Reasoning 2017 our extraordinary capacity to
reason and solve problems sets us aside from other animals
but our evolved thinking processes also leave us susceptible
to bias and error the study of thinking and reasoning goes
back to aristotle and was one of the first topics to be
studied when psychology separated from philosophy in this
very short introduction jonathan evans explores cognitive
psychological approaches to understanding the nature of
thinking and reasoning problem solving and decision making he
shows how our problem solving capabilities are hugely
dependent on also having the imagination to ask the right
questions and the ability to see things from a completely new
perspective beginning by considering the approaches of the
behaviorists and the gestalt psychologists he moves on to
modern explorations of thinking including hypothetical
thinking conditionals deduction rationality and intuition
covering the role of past learning iq and cognitive biases
evans also discusses the idea that there may be two different
ways of thinking arising from our evolutionary history about
the series the very short introductions series from oxford
university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine
facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Rivers: A Very Short Introduction 2012-04-26 rivers have
played an extraordinarily important role in creating the
world in which we live they create landscapes and provide
water to people plants and animals nourishing both town and
country the flow of rivers has enthused poets and painters
explorers and pilgrims rivers have acted as cradles for
civilization and agents of disaster a river may be a barrier
or a highway it can bear trade and sediment culture and
conflict a river may inspire or it may terrify this very
short introduction is a celebration of rivers in all their
diversity nick middleton covers a wide and eclectic range of
river based themes from physical geography to mythology to
industrial history and literary criticism worshipped and
revered respected and feared rivers reflect both the natural
and social history of our planet about the series the very
short introductions series from oxford university press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area



these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in
a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts
analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable
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